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The Analytic MDP
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1. No office hours for Sanjiban  
on Thursday this week :(

Announcements
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It’s time to bring in the robots!





Activity!



Think-Pair-Share 
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Think (30 sec): How do we model the Atlas backflip as a  
                    Markov Decision Problem <S, A, C, T>?

Pair: Find a partner 

Share (45 sec): Partners exchange  
       ideas 





The Inverted Pendulum: A 
fundamental dynamics model



Rocket landingHumanoid balancing
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Why not discretize 
the dynamics and 

apply value / policy 
iteration?



The curse of dimensionality
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Can we analytically represent and 
update the value function?

V*(s) = min
a

[c(s, a) + γ𝔼s′ ∼𝒯(s,a)V*(s)]

No Discretization!
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V*(s) = min
a

[c(s, a) + γ𝔼s′ ∼𝒯(s,a)V*(s)]

Can represent analytically …
(piecewise linear?) 

 
But updating seems hard!
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Can we analytically represent and 
update the value function?

Yes*

*linear dynamics, quadratic costs 



Let’s formalize!



VT−1

VT−2

VT−3

It’s quadratics all the way down!

Kt = (R + BTVt+1B)−1BTVt+1A

Vt = Q + KT
t RKt + (A + BKt)TVt+1(A + BKt)



The LQR Algorithm

For t = T … 1

Compute gain matrix
Kt = (R + BTVt+1B)−1BTVt+1A

Initialize VT = Q

Update value
Vt = Q + KT

t RKt + (A + BKt)TVt+1(A + BKt)



Value Iteration for Inverted Pendulum

θ

·θ

Value 
converges 

when system 
is stabilizable

Can solve 
Ricatti 

equations for 
fixed point



Value Iteration for Inverted Pendulum

θ

·θ



An Easy Starting Point



Another Easy Starting Point



A Hard Starting Point



Another Hard Starting Point



When does LQR converge?

V = Q + KTRK + (A + BK)TV(A + BK)

K = (R + BTVB)−1BTVA
When the closed loop system is stable, i.e.  

Eigen values of (A+BK) are inside the unit circle on the complex plane 



When does LQR converge?

V = Q + KTRK + (A + BK)TV(A + BK)

K = (R + BTVB)−1BTVA

How can we find the fixed point of this equation? 

Discrete time algebraic ricatti equation (DARE)  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Algebraic_Riccati_equation 

When the closed loop system is stable, i.e.  
Eigen values of (A+BK) are inside the unit circle on the complex plane 
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What if Q is not PSD?

xTQx ≱ 0

Q = [0 1
1 0]
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What if R is not positive definite?

Hint: Gain matrix update?

Kt = (R + BTVt+1B)−1BTVt+1A

uTRu ≯ 0 R = [1 0
0 0]
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What about handling uncertainty?

Gaussian noise in dynamics ?
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Some Trivia!

In 1960 three major papers were published by R. Kalman and coworkers…  

1. One of these [Kalman and Bertram 1960], publicized the vital work 
of Lyapunov in the time-domain control of nonlinear systems.  

2. The next [Kalman 1960a] discussed the optimal control of systems, providing 
the design equations for the linear quadratic regulator (LQR).  

3. The third paper [Kalman 1960b] discussed optimal filtering and estimation 
theory, providing the design equations for the discrete Kalman filter.

A productive year from Kalman

(from http://www.uta.edu/utari/acs/history.htm)

http://www.uta.edu/utari/acs/history.htm


Trivia: Duality between control and estimation

R. Kalman “A new approach to linear filtering and prediction problems.” (1960)

II. DUALITY FOR LINEAR SYSTEMS

A. Kalman’s duality
First we recall Kalman’s duality between optimal control

and estimation for continuous-time LQG systems. The sto-
chastic dynamics for the control problem are

gx = (Dx+Eu) gw+ Fg$ (6)

The cost accumulates at rate

c (x>u) =
1

2
xTTx+

1

2
uTUu (7)

until final time wi . For simplicity we will assume throughout
the paper that there is no final cost, although a final cost can
be added and the results still hold. The optimal cost-to-go
y (x> w) for this problem is known to be quadratic. Its Hessian
Y (w) satisfies the continuous-time Riccati equation

�Ẏ = T+DTY + Y D� Y EU�1ETY (8)

The stochastic dynamics for the dual estimation problem
are the same as (6) but with u = 0, namely

gx = Dxgw+ Fg$ (9)

The state is now hidden and we have measurement

gy = Kxgw+Gg� (10)

In discrete time we can write y (w) = Kx (w)+ "noise"
because the noise is finite, but here we have the problem
that �̇ is infinite. Therefore the y (w) defined in (10) is the
time-integral of the instantaneous measurements.
Suppose the prior i (x> 0) over the initial state is Gaussian.

Then the forward filtering density i (x> w) remains Gaussian
for all w. Its covariance matrix 	 (w) satisfies the continuous-
time Riccati equation

	̇ = FFT +D	+	DT �	KT
¡
GGT

¢�1
K	 (11)

Comparing the Riccati equations for the linear-quadratic
regulator (8) and the Kalman-Bucy filter (11), we obtain
Kalman’s duality in continuous time:

linear-quadratic
regulator

Kalman-Bucy
filter

Y 	
D DT

E KT

U GGT

T FFT

w wi � w

(12)

B. Why Kalman’s duality does not generalize
Kalman’s duality has been known for half a century

and has attracted a lot of attention. If a straightforward
generalization to non-LQG settings was possible it would
have been discovered long ago. Indeed we will now show
that Kalman’s duality, although mathematically sound, is an
artifact of the LQG setting and needs to be revised before
generalizations become possible.

The most obvious problem are the matrix transposes DT

and KT in (12). To see the problem consider replacing the
linear drift Dx in the controlled dynamics (6) with a general
non-linear function a (x). What is the corresponding change
in the estimation dynamics (9)? More precisely, what is the
"dual" function a� (x) such that a (x) and a� (x) are related
in the same way that Dx and DTx are related? This question
does not appear to have a sensible answer. Generalizing the
relationship between E and KT is equally problematic.
The less obvious but perhaps deeper problem is the

correspondence between Y and 	. This correspondence may
seem related to the exponential transformation (1) between
costs and densities, however it is the wrong relationship. If
(1) were to hold, the Hessian of � log i should coincide
with Y . For Gaussian i the Hessian of � log i is 	�1.
Thus the general exponential transformation (1) implies a
correspondence between Y and 	�1, while in (12) we see a
correspondence between Y and 	.
This analysis not only reveals why Kalman’s duality does

not generalize but also suggests how it should be revised.
We need an estimator which propagates 	�1 rather than 	,
i.e. we need an information filter.

C. New duality based on the information filter
The information filter is usually derived in discrete time

and its relationship to the linear-quadratic regulator is not
obvious. However it can also be derived in continuous time,
revealing a new form of estimation-control duality. We use
the fact that, if 	 (w) is a symmetric positive definite matrix,
the time-derivative of its inverse is

g

gw

³
	 (w)�1

´
= �	 (w)�1 	̇ (w)	 (w)�1 (13)

Define the inverse covariance matrix V (w) = 	 (w)�1 and
apply (13) to obtain

V̇ (w) = �V (w) 	̇ (w)V (w) (14)

Next express 	̇ in terms of V by replacing 	 with V�1 in
the Riccati equation (11). The result is

	̇ = FFT +DV�1 + V�1DT � V�1KT
¡
GGT

¢�1
KV�1

(15)
Substituting (15) into (14), carrying out the multiplications
by V and noting that a number of V and V�1 terms cancel,
we obtain a continuous-time Riccati equation for V:

V̇ = KT
¡
GGT

¢�1
K �DTV � VD� VFFTV (16)

Comparison of (8) and (16) yields our new duality for
continuous-time LQG problems:

linear-quadratic
regulator

information
filter

Y 	�1

D �D
EU�1ET FFT

T KT
¡
GGT

¢�1
K

w wi � w

(17)
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(motion noise)

(measurement)

(dynamics)

(dynamics noise)

(state variance)

(Table from E.Todorov “General duality between optimal control and estimation”, CDC, 2008)
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tl;dr The curse of dimensionality

The LQR Algorithm

For t = T … 1

Compute gain matrix
 Kt = (R + BTVt+1B)!1BTVt+1A

Initialize  VT = Q

Update value
 Vt = Q + KT

t RKt + (A + BKt)TVt+1(A + BKt)

VT

VT!1

VT!2

VT!3

It’s quadratics all the way down!


